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Various studies have been implemented concerning the physiologi-
cal and psychological components of attending behavior, particularly
in the area of the exceptional child. Little has been done, however,
to develop specific behavioral definitions of attending behavior and
to incorporate these into treatment-based research programs involving
normal children attending a regular public school.

The purpose of this investigation was to discover if children
from a regular public elementary school who are deficient in attending
behavior skills can be taught these skills in a short-term behavior
modification program and to determine if the skills thus learned would
facilitate learning within the regular classroom setting. A secondary question was asked: Will participation in an attending behavior treatment program change the subjective attitude of the child's teacher in a positive direction?

The results demonstrated that attending behavior deficiencies in a normal population were amenable to modification in an individual treatment program. This program terminated with a lean reinforcement schedule and deliberate interjection of a combination of distracting components into the situation.

The experimental group had significantly higher scores (t of -2.69) than the control group on the easier post-Primer test; there was no significant difference between the two groups on the more difficult post-Primary I test. The data suggest, therefore, that non-attending children can be taught to attend which will allow them to improve on tasks involving knowledge which may already have been present, but which was not displayed because the child did not attend to variables within the test situation such as directions and instructions. However, the more difficult test would demand perhaps a longer time span between the end of the treatment phase and the post-test to allow the children a period in which to practice and stabilize their newly-learned skills within the classroom learning situation or to acquire additional academic concepts by attending to instructions more effectively.

There were no significant differences between the experimental and control groups on subjective rating scales completed on three different occasions by their teachers; in fact, the entire population
showed an upward movement. This might be explained by maturation, by a change in the child's behavior unrelated to the formal treatment program, or by a more favorable attitude of the teachers toward the children because an outside researcher had concurred in their evaluation of the children as non-attenders and that positive steps were being taken to modify their behavior regardless of whether the child actually received attending behavior training or not.

There was not a statistically significant correlation between any of the three subjective rating scales and the post-Primer test scores indicating that (1) possibly the rating scale was not sensitive enough to reflect subtle differences in attending behavior skills, and/or (2) subtle inter-child differences in in-class attending behavior were not apparent to the teachers, that is, teacher rating of in-class attending behavior does not necessarily correlate positively with children's performance on a standardized test.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Inattention of children has proved to be a major problem in all teaching efforts, spanning a wide range from the regular classroom to the individual treatment or management situation. Inordinate amounts of teacher training, time, and personal dedication have been expended upon children who disrupt learning for themselves and others because they do not exhibit positive, task-oriented attending behaviors.

The child is not a passive receptor of environmental and internal stimuli, but is an active selector, however limited his capacity to deal with a great number and variety of available potential stimuli. The child must somehow select, therefore, those stimuli which will influence his behavior in a coherent, meaningful way. It is this process of stimulus selection which Bakan (1966) defined as behavior attention.

Children who lack these selection skills have difficulty in orientation to task-relevant behaviors. Since the educational setting (which may include the physical environment, the task, internal stimuli, and the teacher or clinician) has little importance as stimuli for this type of child, he responds indiscriminately to them (Marshall and Hegrenes, 1972). Empirically, his behaviors appear to be quite random, and the child himself cannot state motives for his actions. He does not, for a variety of reasons, possess the control-
ling mechanism for positive stimulus selection. These random behaviors compete with the clinical set, and in effect, prohibit learning as defined by the teacher or clinician.

When a teacher or clinician is confronted by a child who is academically lagging or who is deficient in basic age-level concepts, the tendency is to begin immediately presenting the academic skills or concepts which will bring the child to age or grade level. This type of management implicitly assumes either that the necessary attending skills are present or that the child can learn even if he cannot attend. Both approaches are fraught with possibilities for failure and disappointment for both teacher and child. Only minimal learning can take place if the child does not attend (Kent et al., 1972).

If the teacher or clinician does recognize that the child is not attending to relevant and pertinent stimuli, often a paradigm of punishment (nagging the child when he does not attend) or negative reinforcement (the teacher stops nagging the child when he attends) is employed in order to manipulate these competing behaviors. The teacher or clinician should recognize that any form of adult attention may be reinforcing to some children, so that this type of management may in fact maintain undesirable behaviors or, at best, suppress them only temporarily (Sloane and MacAulay, 1968). Vague, shallow programs lacking specific definitions of behavior, sufficient accumulation of baseline data, or criteria for success have also paved the way to failure for many children who cannot attend (Magdol, 1973).
Holland and Schroeder (1960) initially identified and defined attending behavior in terms of a set of operant responses. Furthering this work, Walker and Buckley (1968) found that within an individual clinical setting, behavior modification conditioning techniques were effective in teaching attending behaviors. In their study the child had failed to learn attending behaviors within the regular classroom setting. Attending behavior is, therefore, subject to methods of behavior modification which have proved successful for a variety of response classes.

Many programs and strategies have been instituted for exceptional children who exhibit attending behavior disabilities. These include deaf children (Craig and Holland, 1970), mentally retarded children (Kent et al., 1972), emotionally disturbed children (Lovaas et al., 1966), and "cognitively disorganized" children (Marshall and Hegrenes, 1972). To date, no behavior modification research has been reported for groups of "average" children: children who do not display characteristics of emotional, motor or sensory impairment, but who exhibit varieties of attending behavior disabilities which significantly interfere with learning or with normal classroom operation. Research is needed on the learning of children who receive carefully managed training in attending behavior skills prior to presentation of academic skills and concepts.

I STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The present study was designed to determine whether training in attending behavior skills alone will positively affect learning as
measured by a standard instrument.

It is hypothesized that:

1. Children from a regular public elementary school who are deficient in attending behavior skills can be taught attending skills in a short-term behavior modification program.

2. Skills learned in an individual attending behavior program will facilitate academic learning within the regular classroom.

3. Participation in an individual attending behavior program will have a positive effect on the subjective attitude of the teacher toward the child.

II DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following specify operational definitions constructed primarily for this study, and are utilized in the treatment phase and in discussing procedure and results:

Attending Behavior

Described by Marshall and Hegrenes (1972) as "an orientation to the clinical set," and further defined by them as sitting in one place and attending to visual and auditory cues from the clinician or teacher. The following are components of attending behavior:

Sitting Behavior. Remaining seated in a chair or other specified place, and inhibiting inappropriate physical movements (fidgeting, squirming excessively) for a minimum of ten minutes following a command to do so.

Visual Behavior. Direct eye contact for ten seconds on nine of ten trials following a command to do so.
Listening Behavior. The ability to inhibit extraneous or inappropriate vocalization for a minimum of ten seconds, and attend to instructions or vocalization from the clinician following instructions to do so.

Task-Oriented Behavior. The ability to focus upon a task, and to follow instructions regarding the task 90 per cent of the time following a command to do so.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I DEFINITION

Central to any careful thought or examination of a problem is the arrival at a definition of the concept. Various authors have proposed explanations of the concept of attention. Mostofsky (1970) discussed attending in connection with the orienting response or the "what is it" reflex as distinguished from special defensive reflexes. He described it operationally as "a particular spatial position which an organism assumes in order to maximize the sensory stimulation which can be expected from that stimulus."

Others have defined attention as an instance when an organism engages in an orienting response prior to a response which will be reinforced (Wyckoff, 1952; Holland, 1960; Reynolds, 1961). Berlyne (1970) termed this type of orienting response as "attention in learning."

Skinner (1938) viewed "attending to" a particular stimulus as a response in its own right which could be acquired through reinforcement. Berlyne (1970) defined attention in terms of intensive aspects, i.e., the amount of attention the organism gives to the stimulus field as a whole, and selective aspects, i.e., the manner in which the attention is divided among various elements of the stimulus field. He emphasized that attention comes into play after the sense organs have
been aroused, and selection is made among stimuli which have already been perceived by the organism.

Various writers have equated attention with arousal (Hebb, 1955; Malmo, 1957; Berlyne, 1970; Duffy, 1962). Head (1926) introduced the term "vigilance," which is generally used by psychologists to mean "degree of attentiveness" and has been widely used in human engineering (Berlyne, 1970).

Bakan (1966) conceived a view of the organism as an active selector, not a passive receptor of impinging stimuli. The implication was that attention is not a static dimension, but is dynamic and available to modification either from within the organism or from sources outside of it.

Marshall and Hegrenes (1972) defined attending behavior as sitting in one place and attending to visual and auditory cues from the clinician or teacher. Their reference term is "orientation to the clinical set."

II THEORIES OF ATTENTION

Deutsch and Deutsch (1966) reported a model of attention which included a mechanism that sensed the importance of a stimulus and directed attention to the most important stimuli at any point in time. They found that when the stimuli were significant, the response was relatively simple and widespread and attention was focused upon it; conversely, when the stimuli were not significant, the response was reduced, complex, and localized, and little attention was given to it.
Moray (1969) concluded that there is not yet enough information to construct a unified theory of attention. He rejected the idea of selection being controlled by a single mechanism, and stated that conscious awareness is probably a global property of the interaction of the activities of many parts of the brain. This view is consistent with current theories of brain function (Millikan and Darley, 1967; Lenneberg, 1968; Smith, 1968; Menyuk, 1971).

Mackworth (1970) stated that the organism is constructed in such a way that it gives maximum attention to the novel, unknown, and potentially dangerous event. The organism must, therefore, repress responses towards familiar, repetitive, and unimportant stimuli. He postulated at least two levels within the organism which deal with impinging stimuli. The first level accepts the stimulus, classifies it as to its importance, and represses it or relays it on to higher secondary levels where it is actually registered within the organism's consciousness.

Gardner (1967) pointed out that attention is severely affected by the emotional state of the organism. He maintained that under extreme anxiety, increased distractibility is a common occurrence.

According to Broadbent (1958) only certain aspects of the total stimulus situation can initiate complex responses at any one time. Stimuli possessing intensity, biological importance, and novelty are most likely to be selected. He explained extinction of attention in terms of competing stimuli, not competing responses.
III HISTORY

The problem of attention was of great importance in the early days of experimental psychology. Binet pointed out as early as 1909 that the degree of attention was of great importance for intelligence subtest results (Frostig and Maslow, 1973).

Men such as Wundt, Tichener, and William James felt that any psychological position should be judged in terms of its treatment of the concept of attention. Subsequent approaches such as Gestalt psychology, psychoanalysis, behaviorism, and S-R learning theory neglected it (Bakan, 1966). Later developments suggest that it is once again a core problem reinforced by important discoveries in the neurophysiology of attention (Horn, 1965; Hernandez-Peon, 1966; Worden, 1966). Recent research into the problems of attention have been mathematically and psychologically oriented (Trabasso and Bower, 1968).

IV RESEARCH

Moyer and von Haller (1955) concluded that to speak of a mean attention span for normal children is meaningless since their measurements yielded values ranging from several seconds to forty-five minutes, although they failed to specify the age range of the population. They proposed a notion of individual attention spans instead to reflect task and child specific values. Redd (1972) found that contingent reinforcement led to increased attention span (defined by him as longer periods of continual responding). Experimental work with congenital retardates by Martin and Powers (1967) confirmed these findings. Staats et al. (1962) found that children's attention spans vary
greatly. Using a population of pre-school children, they increased attention spans by 100 per cent by using contingent praise and treats.

A significant behavioral characteristic of many exceptional children is their failure to attend. It is often an awareness of attending deficits which leads the adult to discover their behavioral and learning problems (Magdol, 1973). Strauss and Lehtinen (1947) observed that "the brain-damaged organism . . . is abnormally responsive to the stimuli of his environment, responding unselectively, passively, and without conscious intent." Hart and Jones (1968) focused upon the concept of the child as being bombarded by stimuli which normally can be sorted out so that the child can properly focus upon any one sub-set. The exceptional child is unable to perform these sorting tasks, and "being distracted is merely the result of the inevitable confusion that overwhelms . . . ."

Reward and punishment will influence discrimination learning via an attentional mechanism (Penney, 1967; Witte and Grossman, 1971). Penney (1967) found that groups of retardates operating under a punishment paradigm performed better, i.e., fewer trials to criterion, and exhibited a greater number of orienting responses than a group which received both reward and punishment. Both groups performed better than a group which received only rewards. Witte and Grossman (1971) concluded that punishment produces more attentive subjects, i.e., more orienting responses and more correct responses, than reward. It was not specified, however, whether the differences were due to the fact that punishment increased the attentional level of the subjects, or because presentation of the reward served to distract the
subjects in the reward group. No long-term effects were reported to show that the changes were permanent.

Much of the literature on children's attention to incidental as opposed to focal cues assumes that performance on a task is facilitated by the ability to screen out irrelevant, non-task stimuli (White, 1965; Turnure, 1969). A study by Mondani and Lutke (1969) indicated that under-achievers attend too much to incidental, irrelevant material, and not enough to the central learning task.

Socially-oriented children glance up from a task primarily in information seeking behavior, rather than in socially-oriented responses (Turnure, 1969). Glances away from the task may represent instances of help-seeking as opposed to inattentiveness, and may indicate optimum moments to teach.

Walker and Buckley (1968) described an individual treatment program for a bright (WISC: 116) male child, aged nine years, six months. The treatment goals were to effect a shaping strategy for attending behavior for this child, and to transfer control to the classroom. In a previous regular classroom and within an experimental classroom for behaviorally disordered children, he exhibited deviant behaviors (verbally and physically provoking other children, not completing tasks, making loud noises and comments, coercing attention from the teacher, talking out of turn, and being easily distracted from a given task by ordinary classroom stimuli). Utilizing a fixed reinforcement schedule in forty-minute individual treatment sessions, divided into ten-minute blocks, five days a week, the experimenters established a high rate of positive attending behavior. These skills transferred positively to
the classroom. Their findings suggest that individual conditioning techniques can be used to acquire efficient reinforcement control over behaviors which are not amenable to modification within the classroom setting. They concluded that these findings have implications for treatment of various behaviors which actively interfere with efficient academic performance among children.

Frostig and Maslow (1973) listed possible causes of poor attending behavior as disturbances in brain function, preoccupation with inner stimuli, or the need to escape from an unpleasant situation. They suggested that the only remedy immediately available to the classroom teacher is to create an environment more conducive to learning. Specific suggestions include reducing the amount of irrelevant verbiage, changing vocal expression, tempo and loudness, using attention-getting devices (switching the lights on and off before giving verbal directions), giving listening cues ("Listen carefully. I am going to dictate an important word."), making individual contact with each child as often as possible, and reinforcing visual stimuli. They stressed the importance of assisting the child who is deficient in auditory figure-ground perception, and thus has difficulty attending consciously to particular auditory stimuli while ignoring others. Cautions are given against using anything but very mild punishment; a positive approach, in their opinion, is more helpful to the child.

Sloane and MacAulay (1968) suggest that within the regular classroom, non-attending is often maintained by what is defined as punishment by the teacher, but is, in fact, reinforcement to the child. They reported attending behavior training with speech-handicapped chil-
Children who were also deficient in attending skills. These children did not remain seated and did not attend to the teacher or materials or verbal stimuli presented. They began by reinforcing successive approximations to satisfactory sitting and attending, and administered punishment in the form of programmed time-out from positive reinforcement. They found that the consequences of good attending behavior appeared to exert more control than did verbal instructions from the clinician.

Gordon (1970) attributed poor attending behavior to children's boredom and frustration within the classroom.

Zimmerman and Zimmerman (1962) removed the social consequences of unproductive classroom behavior (temper tantrums and destructive behaviors) in two emotionally disturbed boys. The experimenter initially responded to such behavior by giving the subject attention while encouraging him to respond appropriately. This approach failed to decrease incidence of tantrum behavior, and the experimenter proceeded to give reinforcement (smiling, chatting, and physical proximity) only after the emission of desired classroom behaviors or close approximations. The students quickly learned to attend to the teacher's questions and to classroom tasks. Birnbauer, Bijou, and Wolf (1965) reserved adult attention for socially acceptable behaviors among eight retarded boys, and increased attention span from a few seconds to twenty minutes at one time. Sloane and Harper (1965) found that even the occurrence of an earthquake in the middle of an experiment failed to disrupt the attending behavior of a retarded subject when that behavior was reinforced.
Marshall and Hegreñes (1972) suggested strategies for strengthening attending behavior which were developed from their treatment of twenty-six children who were mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and/or organically impaired. They utilized physical restraint when necessary, input amplification delivered via earphones, physical cues, and verbal prompts.

Wagner and Guyer (1971) trained ninety-nine students at the Learning Disabilities Center of the Richmond, Virginia, Public Schools. These children had attending behavior deficits, and had been diagnosed as having either specific learning disabilities or neurological deficits. The experimenters found that conditioning a child's attending behavior seems to affect general adjustment positively, decreasing disciplinary problems in the school.

A review of the literature indicates that previous attempts have not been made to develop specific behavioral definitions of attending behavior nor has any research been done to determine the effect of attending behavior training upon the subjective attitude of the classroom teacher toward the child who receives such training.
CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

I DESIGN

This study was designed in three phases: pre-test, training, and post-test.

Pre-Test Phase

The Metropolitan Achievement Test Primer (Form F, Grades K.7-1.4) and Primary I (Form F, Grades 1.5-2.4) were administered to twenty children (control and experimental groups) selected for inclusion in the study. This is a standardized achievement test with sections for reading, numbers, listening for sounds (Primer test), and reading, word analysis, and mathematics (Primary I test). The pre-test was administered to the selected population according to standard test procedure on March 12 and March 14, 1974.

Training Phase

Length. The training phase of the study was designed to total two hundred minutes of individual attending behavior training per child. This was delivered on a schedule of ten minutes of training per day, five days per week for four weeks. The training phase began April 1, 1974, and concluded April 29, 1974. The ten children in the experimental group completed the entire four-week training phase.
Objectives. The overall objectives of the training phase were:

1. To identify specific areas which did not meet criteria as specified in the behavioral definitions of attending behavior components for each child.

2. To modify the specific areas identified until all attending behavior components met criteria.

3. To stabilize attending behavior once criteria were met for each component through the introduction of various forms of distraction into the clinical setting. (See Appendix I for complete attending behavior modification program.)

Delineation of the Program. The training phase itself was delineated into three phases: baseline (see "Objective One"); modification (see "Objective Two"); and stabilization (see "Objective Three"). Each child's movement from one phase to the next phase was dependent upon his completion of the initial phase; each child provided three days of baseline measurement, including each of the four components of attending behavior (sitting, listening, visual, and task-oriented behavior) to complete the baseline phase and move into the modification phase. Each child was required to meet criteria in each of the four components of attending behavior for three successive days in order to move from the modification phase into the stabilization phase. To complete the stabilization phase, each child was required to meet criteria again in each of the four components when faced with the full spectrum of distracting elements as specified by the attending behavior modification program.

Post-Test Phase

The Metropolitan Achievement Test Primer (Form H, Grades K.7-1.4) and Primary I (Form H, Grades 1.5-2.4) were administered to the twenty
children selected for inclusion in the study. The post-test was administered to the entire sample according to standard test procedure on May 28 and May 30, 1974.

II METHOD

Subjects

The study involved twenty first-grade children selected from the first-grade population at Grout Elementary School, Portland Public Schools, Portland, Oregon. The children ranged in age from six years, six months, to eight years and represented an unselected group of first-grade children attending a public elementary school and living in the same middle-class area of a large urban community. At the outset there was no reason to believe that any systematic difference existed between the children. The subjects were identified as being deficient in attending behavior skills and thus eligible for inclusion in the study on the basis of the following criteria:

1. Significantly (three months) below grade level in at least one academic area, such as reading or mathematics.

2. If instructed to remain seated, did not do so for a minimum of ten minutes.

3. If instructed to focus upon a task, did not do so for a minimum of thirty seconds.

4. If instructed to look at the teacher, did not make direct eye contact on five of ten trials.

5. If instructed to refrain from extraneous vocalization, did not do so for a minimum of five minutes.

Any child who exhibited behaviors described in the first category listed above, plus any two of the remaining four categories, was eli-
gible for the study. Initial selection was made by the child's class-
room teacher; verification of the subject's actual in-class attending
behavior was done by the experimenter and the teacher, with the teach­er giving the initial stimulus commands and the experimenter tracking
the child's responsive behavior.

The twenty subjects selected for inclusion into the study were
divided into control and experimental groups by means of a table of
random numbers.

Clinical Environment

For this study the "clinical environment" was operationally de­
dined as the environment in which the various phases of the study were
carried out.

Pre-Test Environment. This consisted of a large kindergarten
room with two doors and eight windows with western exposure. The room
measured 15' x 25', and was lighted by six standard installations of
fluorescent lights. In addition to various toys and equipment per­
taining to the operation of a public kindergarten classroom, the room
contained seven child-size tables measuring 2 1/2' x 4', allowing for
placement of three children at six tables and two children at one
table. The children were seated in random order for each test day.

Training Phase Environment. For the first week of the training
phase the environment consisted of a vice-principal's private office
measuring 15' x 15' with one door and no windows. The room was lighted
with one standard fluorescent light fixture. The subject and experi­
menter sat facing each other across a table. The room also contained
a desk, three chairs, a bookcase, and a filing cabinet.
From the second through the fourth weeks of the conditioning phase, the environment consisted of a private storage room measuring 10' x 15' with one door and no windows. The room was lighted with one standard fluorescent light fixture. It contained shelves for equipment storage (primary dry powder paint, paper, clay, typewriters) on all four walls, a clay kiln, a table, and two chairs. The subject and experimenter sat facing each other across the table.

**Post-Test Environment.** This consisted of a large elementary school library room measuring 25' x 40' with one door and eight windows with western exposure. The room contained bookshelves on all four walls, a filing cabinet, a desk and chair, four free-standing bookshelves, and eight child-size tables, allowing for placement of three children at four tables and two children at four tables. The children were placed at the tables in random order on the testing days.

**Apparatus.**

No apparatus was utilized initially other than tracking sheets, a pencil, and a stopwatch. As soon as criterion was reached in the four components of attending behavior, a Sony reel-to-reel tape recorder, Model TC104A, was placed on the table in front of the child and pre-recorded distractions were played. When criterion was again met, distracting objects were placed on the table. These consisted of a child's book, a toy card, colored chips, a peg game, puzzles, candy, and money.
Tracking

Tracking of behavior was done by the experimenter on tally sheets, utilizing a check mark if criterion was met or a notation of the number of minutes or seconds of success if criterion was not met. A sample tally sheet is included in Appendix II.

Attending Behavior Rating Sheets

The three teachers of the children involved in the study completed a subjective attending behavior rating sheet for each child enrolled in their classroom. These rating sheets were completed on three separate occasions: March 16, 1974, at the beginning of the study; April 29, 1974, at the conclusion of the conditioning phase; and May 30, 1974, at the conclusion of the study. A sample rating sheet is included in Appendix III.

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed by using multiple regression techniques.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I RESULTS

The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether training in attending behavior skills alone will enhance academic learning as measured by a standard instrument.

Two major questions were asked:

1. Can children from a regular public elementary school who are deficient in attending behavior skills be taught these skills in a short-term behavior modification program?

2. Will the attending skills learned in a short-term behavior modification program facilitate academic learning within the regular classroom setting?

A secondary question was also asked:

Will participation in an individual treatment program have a positive effect on the subjective attitude of the teacher toward the child?

Each child in the experimental group reached the terminal or stabilization stage of the individual Attending Behavior Treatment Program (see Appendix I) by achieving consistent positive attending behavior during the individual treatment phase of the study.

The results of the pre-training and post-training administrations of the Primer and Primary I tests for the control and experimental groups are shown in Table I. Both pre- and post-tests were administered to the entire population of twenty children divided randomly
into control and experimental groups of ten children each. See Chapter III for specific details of the selection process.

### Table I

**RESULTS OF PRE-TRAINING AND POST-TRAINING ADMINISTRATIONS OF PRIMER AND PRIMARY I TESTS FOR CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Highest Score</th>
<th>Lowest Score</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Primer</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>83.20</td>
<td>12.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Primary I</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>147.45</td>
<td>37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Primer</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>110.15</td>
<td>27.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Primary I</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>155.95</td>
<td>37.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II contains correlation coefficients and computed \( t \) values for the Primer scores for the total population and for the experimental group contrasted with the control group. The control group was coded as \(+1\) and the experimental group as \(-1\) for computer analysis. The computed \( t \) value shows the effect of the treatment on the post-treatment Primer scores after statistical adjustment to compensate for the effect of the pre-treatment Primer scores. The experimental group did significantly better than the control group; the contrast between the two groups after the statistical adjustment resulted in a \( t \) of \(-2.69\), which is significant at the 0.05 level.

Table III contains correlation coefficients and computed \( t \) values for the Primary I scores for the total population and for the experimental group contrasted with the control group. The control group was
coded as +1 and the experimental group as -1 for computer analysis. The computed t value shows the effect of the treatment on the post-Primary I scores after statistical adjustment to compensate for the effect of the pre-Primary I scores. The contrast between the experimental and control groups after this statistical adjustment is -0.29, which is not statistically significant (p > .70).

**TABLE II**

**CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND t VALUES FOR PRIMER SCORES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Primer</td>
<td>83.20</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Primer</td>
<td>110.15</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast between control/exper.</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
<td>-13.33</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>-2.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

**CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND t VALUES FOR PRIMARY I SCORES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Primary I</td>
<td>147.45</td>
<td>37.95</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Primary I</td>
<td>155.95</td>
<td>37.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast between control/exper.</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 1 to 4 graphically illustrate the scores of the control and experimental groups for the pre- and post-administrations of the Primer and Primary I tests. Numbers one through ten represent case numbers for the experimental group; numbers eleven through twenty represent case numbers for the control group.

Figure 1. Scores for the experimental group (N=10) for the pre-training and post-training administrations of the Primer test.
Figure 2. Scores for the control group (N=10) for the pre-training and post-training administrations of the Primer test.
Figure 3. Scores for the experimental group (N=10) for the pre-training and post-training administrations of the Primary I test.
Figure 4. Scores for the control group (N=10) for the pre-training and post-training administrations of the Primary I test.
Table IV shows the results for the subjective attending behavior rating scale completed by the teachers of the population on three separate occasions: April 1, 1974; May 6, 1974; and June 6, 1974. Overall, the experimental group was rated higher subjectively by the teachers for demonstrated in-class attending behavior skills for the first and second ratings, but for the third rating the control group was rated higher. The initial discrepancy probably reflects some error resulting from the random assignment. None of the three mean differences in ratings was statistically significant (p<.20, .10, .25).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECTIVE ATTENDING BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE SHOWING MEAN SCORES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND VARIANCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Scale 4-1-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Scale 5-6-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Scale 6-6-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mean scores for the subjective rating scales show that on the average the children improved over time when rated by their teachers on in-class attending behavior. The control group improved slightly more than the experimental group (t of 0.67), but the difference could have occurred by chance with a probability greater than .40.

Table V shows the correlation of the subjective ratings with post-Primer test scores. None of these correlations is statistically significant. Figures 5 and 6 graphically illustrate the scores for these rating scales. Numbers one through ten represent case numbers for the experimental group; numbers eleven through twenty represent case numbers for the control group.

**TABLE V**

CORRELATION OF SUBJECTIVE RATINGS WITH POST-PRIMER TEST SCORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First rating</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second rating</td>
<td>-.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third rating</td>
<td>-.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Scores for the experimental group on three subjective rating scales.

Figure 6. Scores for the control group on three subjective rating scales.
II DISCUSSION

The intention of this investigation was to discover the effect of attending behavior training upon the academic performance of children as measured by a standard instrument.

Every child in the experimental group reached the terminal or stabilization stage of the Attending Behavior Treatment Program (see Appendix I), meaning that within a program totalling two hundred minutes of treatment, including thirty minutes of baseline data gathering, each subject exhibited positive attending behavior involving sitting, listening, looking, and orientation to a task. These were children first designated subjectively as "non-attenders" by their classroom teacher who was intimately familiar with their in-class behavior after seven months of first grade, and second, met specific behavioral criteria designed by this researcher to describe a non-attending child.

The treatment program began with the children receiving continuous nutrient reinforcement (M & M's) for positive attending behaviors, and terminated with praise alone delivered on an intermittent schedule to approximate more nearly a real-life classroom situation. In addition to the relatively lean reinforcement schedule at the end of the program, each child was exhibiting consistently positive attending behaviors while faced with a combination of distractions, including: tape recorded noise, talk, and music; toys, games, candy, and other attractive stimuli on the table in front of him; and movement of this researcher about the room as she delivered stimulus commands.
The experimental group had significantly higher scores than the control group on the easier post-Primer test; there was no significant difference between the two groups on the more difficult post-Primary I test. The data suggest, therefore, that non-attending children can be taught to attend which will allow them to improve on tasks involving knowledge which may already have been present, but which was not displayed because the child did not attend to variables within the test situation such as directions and instructions. The more difficult test battery, however, would demand perhaps a longer time span between the end of the treatment phase and the post-test to allow the children a period in which to practice and stabilize their newly-learned attending skills within the classroom learning situation or to acquire additional academic concepts by attending to instruction more effectively.

A secondary question was pursued: Will participation in an individual treatment program have a positive effect on the subjective attitude of the teacher toward the child? There were no significant differences between the two groups with respect to the three subjective rating scales completed by each child's teacher. As a whole, the entire population improved in attending skills as subjectively judged by the teachers. This upward trend might be accounted for by maturation since the population did consist of first-grade children. Another factor in the general upward trend might have been the "Hawthorne Effect" (Cronbach, 1970), that is, the physical presence of this researcher and the fact that these non-attending children were involved in a treatment-based research project might have caused a change in
their behavior unrelated to the nature of the formal training. Also, the expectation of the teachers to view them more favorably with respect to in-class attending behavior as a result of selection for the experiment may have biased the teacher's ratings (Rosenthal, 1963). The teachers may have felt that they were no longer alone in identifying these children as distracting and irritating and that positive steps were being taken to investigate this problem regardless of whether the child actually received attending behavior training or not.

The significant difference between the two groups on the Primer pre- and post-tests was not reflected in the subjective rating scales, indicating that (1) possibly the rating scale was not sensitive enough to reflect subtle differences in attending behavior skills, and (2) subtle inter-child differences in in-class attending behavior were not apparent to the teachers, that is, teacher rating of in-class attending behavior does not necessarily correlate positively with children's performance on a standardized test.

Previous research has examined attending behavior as it relates to several general areas, such as learning acquisition, behavior modification, individual treatment programs, and the problem of positive carry-over.

The data from this research support specific findings within the general areas mentioned above. The fact that these children who were deficient in attending behavior skills were also significantly behind in at least one academic subject, such as reading or mathematics, sup-
CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

I. SUMMARY

Various studies have been implemented concerning the physiological and psychological components of attending behavior, particularly in the area of the exceptional child. Little has been done, however, to develop specific behavioral definitions of attending behavior and to incorporate these into treatment-based research programs involving normal children attending a regular public school.

The purpose of this investigation was to discover if children from a regular public elementary school who are deficient in attending behavior skills can be taught these skills in a short-term behavior modification program and to determine if the skills thus learned would facilitate learning within the regular classroom setting. A secondary question was asked: Will participation in an attending behavior treatment program change the subjective attitude of the child's teacher in a positive direction?

The results demonstrated that attending behavior deficiencies in a normal population were amenable to modification in an individual treatment program. This program terminated with a lean reinforcement schedule and deliberate interjection of a combination of distracting components into the situation.
The experimental group had significantly higher scores (t of -2.69) than the control group on the easier post-Primer test; there was no significant difference between the two groups on the more difficult post-Primary I test. The data suggest, therefore, that non-attending children can be taught to attend which will allow them to improve on tasks involving knowledge which may already have been present, but which was not displayed because the child did not attend to variables within the test situation such as directions and instructions. However, the more difficult test would demand perhaps a longer time span between the end of the treatment phase and the post-test to allow the children a period in which to practice and stabilize their newly-learned attending skills within the classroom learning situation or to acquire additional academic concepts by attending to instruction more effectively.

There were no significant differences between the experimental and control groups on subjective rating scales completed on three different occasions by their teachers; in fact, the entire population showed an upward movement. This might be explained by maturation, by a change in the child's behavior unrelated to the formal treatment program or by a more favorable attitude of the teachers toward the children because an outside researcher had concurred in their evaluation of the children as non-attenders and that positive steps were being taken to modify their behavior regardless of whether the child actually received attending behavior training or not.

There was not a statistically significant correlation between any of the three subjective rating scales and the post-Primer test
scores indicating that (1) possibly the rating scale was not sensitive enough to reflect subtle differences in attending behavior skills, and (2) subtle inter-child differences in in-class attending behavior were not apparent to the teachers, that is, teacher rating of in-class attending behavior does not necessarily correlate positively with children's performance on a standardized test.

II IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINIC, CLASSROOM, AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Clinic

Since little learning can occur if the child does not attend (Kent, 1972), the clinician operating in an individual or small group situation must be very sensitive to individual differences between children with respect to attending behavior skills which are important prerequisites to learning. The clinician should utilize a short time period to track attending behavior of the child and plan appropriate treatment to modify demonstrable deficiencies. This does not imply that entire clinic sessions should be devoted to recording and modifying attending behavior; very short time periods (three to six minutes) can be extremely useful if work is done efficiently and frequently.

Classroom

In the same manner the classroom teacher should be sensitive to attending behavior deficiencies exhibited by the children whose education is her direct task and responsibility. This research indicates that systematic effort can improve attending behavior skills even under conditions of minimal reinforcement and numerous distractions.
Therefore, the classroom teacher who does identify a child as one who disrupts learning for himself or for others because he does not attend should provide some sort of treatment for him either through her own efforts or by referring the child to special education or remedial personnel.

In addition, teacher education should include some training in defining and treating attending behavior deficiencies. Existing programs, even on the graduate level, show a serious lack of such training in an area which is a crucial prerequisite to learning.

Research

Implications for future research stemming from this study are numerous, and controlled, systematic research is definitely needed. It is suggested that experimentation be done to determine a sufficiently long time span between the end of the treatment phase and the administration of the post-test to allow for optimal transfer and habituation of new skills.

Additionally, it is suggested that the treatment program be delivered within the regular classroom setting to overcome "carry-over" difficulties, thus eliminating differences between the setting in which the new skills were acquired and the setting in which they must be put to use.

A "blind" study would be useful to determine the effect on the subjective attitudes of the teachers toward the children if they were unaware which children actually received attending behavior training. In such study the researcher would take all the children out of the
classroom, but half of them would play or talk with the researcher and the other half would receive attending behavior training.

Hypothesizing from results of the subjective rating scale and research done by Rosenthal (1963) which suggests that experimenter expectations of performance are a powerful variable, it seems logical that teachers be trained to modify attending behavior skills of the children in their classroom. Thus, the child would have the increased benefit of the favorable attitude of the teacher who is delivering the actual program and tracking results. Such training might simply consist of showing the teacher the effects of positive reinforcement for good attending.

Research utilizing biofeedback techniques, such as galvanic skin response (GSR), which reflects changes in resistance to the body's own electricity as it passes through the skin, might support the exciting hypothesis that the child could train himself to attend by learning to control his own "internal milieu." Uno (1970) found that GSR is particularly sensitive to very small changes in the degree of awareness and that perception and memory improve when GSR signals that the organism is paying attention to a stimulus.

The field of attending behavior research is a fertile one for the experimenter desiring an area which is a crucial prerequisite to learning but which has had few carefully controlled studies actually executed.
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ports Kent's (1972) hypothesis that only minimal learning can occur if the child does not attend.

The treatment phase of this study utilized positive reinforcement and specific behavioral definitions which bear out Magdol's (1973) and Sloane and MacAulay's (1968) hypothesis that these are necessary components of a successful treatment program for attending behavior deficiencies. This study also supports various research findings (Walker and Buckley, 1968; and Craig and Holland, 1970) that behavior modification techniques are effective in teaching positive attending behaviors.

This research also correlates with a study done by Walker and Buckley (1968) involving a bright, normal child who was taught attending skills in an individual treatment program, and transfer of these skills to the classroom was obtained.


APPENDIX I
A HIERARCHICAL BRANCHED TREATMENT PROGRAM

FOR MODIFYING ATTENDING BEHAVIOR

I THE PROGRAM MODEL

Initiation of the Program

Obtain three baseline measures of sitting, looking, listening, and task-oriented behavior.

Stage I, Sitting Behavior

If minus, branch to Stage Ia.

Stage II, Visual Behavior

If minus, branch to Stage IIa.

Stage III, Listening Behavior

If minus, branch to Stage IIIa.

Stage IV, Task-Oriented Behavior

If minus, branch to Stage IVa.

Stage V, Stabilization Stage

If minus, branch to Stage Va.

Termination of the Program
II DELINEATION OF THE PROGRAM

Program Reinforcement

Begin each stage or branch with 100 per cent nutrient (M & M's) plus praise to reinforce. As long as child continues to respond positively, fade reinforcement as rapidly as possible to paper chips plus praise on an interval schedule, then to praise alone on an interval schedule. Terminal goal is a lean schedule of praise delivered once during a ten-minute treatment session. This approximates reinforcement schedule which child may receive in classroom or other instructional setting.

Stage I

Criterion. Child will sit in a chair for a ten-minute treatment session, without extraneous fidgeting, squirming, foot-kicking, or shuffling, 90 per cent of time following command, "_____, sit in this chair."

Stage Ia:

If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching consists of following steps:

Branch I. If child exhibits extraneous fidgeting, etc., clinician will physically intervene by placing her hand on appropriate extremity of child, saying, "Stop kicking," (or whatever incompatible motor behavior happens to be). When child complies, clinician will remove her hand and socially reinforce.

Branch II. If child does not sit long enough to meet criterion:

A. Take child's hand.
B. Lead him back to chair.

C. Repeat stimulus command.

D. Place your hands on his shoulders and push him gently into chair.

E. Remove your hands as soon as he sits in chair.

F. Reinforce immediately with nutrient and praise.

G. Shape sitting behavior by delaying delivery of reinforcement for increasingly longer intervals of time (suggested intervals are fifteen seconds, thirty seconds, one minute, two and one-half minutes, five minutes, ten minutes), and reinforcing child only for successively longer intervals of sitting.

H. Continue shaping process until child sits for ten minutes before being reinforced; then move child back into linear program.

Stage II

Criterion. Child will make direct eye contact with clinician for ten seconds nine out of ten times when she says his name.

Stage IIa

If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching consists of following steps:

Branch I. If child does not make direct eye contact with clinician long enough to meet criterion, clinician will:

A. Physically move child's head until it is in a direct line with her head, and keep her hands on side of his head.

B. Repeat stimulus.

C. As soon as child makes eye contact, drop her hands and rein-
force with nutrient plus praise.

D. If he looks away before he meets criteria, say, "No, that's wrong. I want you to look at me."

E. Repeat steps A through C.

F. As soon as the period of correct responding (that is, sustained eye contact) reaches criterion, child will move back into linear program.

**Stage III**

**Criterion.** Child will inhibit all extraneous vocalizations for ten seconds following command, "Listen," on nine of ten trials.

**Stage IIIa**

If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching consists of following steps:

Branch I. If child does not inhibit extraneous vocalizations long enough to meet criteria, clinician will:

A. Drop her head and look down until child ceases vocalization.

B. Repeat stimulus command.

C. Reinforce approximations to criteria, delaying reinforcement until it is met.

Branch II. If child still does not meet criteria after clinician completes Branch I, clinician will:

A. Place one finger over child's lips to seal them; hold for five seconds; remove finger.

B. Reinforce with nutrient plus praise.

C. Repeat stimulus command.
D. Reinforce approximations to criteria, delaying reinforcement until it is met.

E. When it is met, move child back into linear program.

Stage IV

Criterion. Child will follow directions regarding a task on nine of ten trials following a command.

Task. The specific task is left to clinician's discretion, keeping in mind that primary goal is for child to demonstrate he is attending to task and not to exhibit a particular skill or concept which he may or may not possess. Example of a sample task: Clinician will:

A. Place ten wooden blocks in front of child.
B. Say, "Watch what I do."
C. Construct a pyramid with ten blocks.
D. Give child a corresponding set of blocks.
E. Say, "Now you make one just like the one I made."

Stage IVa

If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching consists of following steps:

Branch I. Reduce number of blocks to simplify task.

Branch II. If response is still negative, clinician will:

A. Hold object next to her eyes saying, "Look at this."
B. Reinforce a correct response with praise.
C. Return object back to table in front of child saying, "Look at this."
D. Reinforce a correct response with praise.

E. Model task for child.

F. Repeat stimulus command.

G. If child attempts task, reinforce with nutrient plus praise.

H. If child does not attempt task and exhibits competing behaviors, say, "No, that's wrong."

I. Repeat steps A through F.

J. If child does not exhibit competing behaviors, but does not attempt the task, be certain it is within his ability range and repeat steps C through F.

K. As soon as child will follow directions regarding task nine of ten times upon command, child will move back into linear program.

Stage V

Criterion. Child will demonstrate skills described in Stages I through IV 90 per cent of time following a command in presence of competing stimuli. In order of addition to program, these are:

A. Extraneous objects on table in front of child (toys, objects, pictures, money, candy, etc.).

B. Extraneous tape-recorded noise (white noise, music, talking, buzzers, beeps).

C. Extraneous movement by clinician while giving stimulus commands (walking around room, standing up, and sitting down quickly).

Stage Va

If any of competing stimuli results in a negative response in any of the four parameters of attending behavior, branching will be used.
Branching consists of following steps by clinician:

A. Remove competing stimulus.
B. Take child through appropriate training stage.
C. Present competing stimulus again.
D. Repeat appropriate command.
E. Reinforce positive responding with nutrient plus praise.
F. If response is negative, repeat steps A through E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE:</th>
<th>TRACKING SHEET</th>
<th>SESSION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE:</td>
<td></td>
<td>SR+: 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINICIAN:</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCHEDULE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSERVER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX III
## ATTENDING BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

**Teacher's Name:**

**Child's Name:**

**School:**

**Grade:**

**Date:**

1. Can maintain sustained task-oriented behavior for an appropriate length of time.  
   
2. Stays in his seat during specified seatwork periods.  
   
3. Remains quiet while you are giving group instruction (may include small group instruction as well as the entire class).  
   
4. Remains quiet during rest periods, individual work periods, etc.  
   
5. Follows simple verbal directions.  
   
6. Looks at you when you talk to him individually.  
   
7. Looks at you when you talk to him in a group.  
   
8. Looks at an object if you direct him to do so. ("Look at this book." "See this block." "Watch the red line.")  
   
9. Refrains from physically distracting other children (touching them, grabbing objects from them, etc.) during rest periods or individual work periods.  
   
10. Inhibits inappropriate physical movements while seated (excessive fidgeting, squirming, shuffling, leg kicking, arm swinging, etc.).  
   
11. I would rate this child's present overall attending behavior as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POOR</th>
<th>FAIR</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
<th>GOOD</th>
<th>EXCELLENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>